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ABSTRACT 

Wallach's rule elucidates the phenomenon that racemic crystals are denser than their enantiopure 

form. The rule applies to most chiral molecular systems with the exception of some amino acids. 

However, it remains unclear whether Wallach's rule applies to the special but important class of 

chiral systems where chirality is induced by the adsorption of prochiral molecules on substrates. 

In this work, we show that the exemplary system, Cobalt(Ⅱ)-diphenylporphyrin (Co-DPP) on Cu 

(111), follows Wallach's rule. Co-DPP assumes chiral isomers upon adsorption and shows a phase 

transition from an enantiopure linear chain structure to a racemic close-packed structure with 

increasing molecular density. Density functional theory (DFT) reveals that the chiral recognition, 

separation and phase mixture of Co-DPP are due to the synergistic mechanism of substrate-

molecule and molecule-molecule interactions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A chiral object cannot be superimposed over its mirror image by mere rotations. Chirality is 

ubiquitous in nature, and plays a vital role in determining the functionality of proteins in bio-

systems1–4, catalytic activities of enzymes5 and effectivity of chiral drugs6. Enantiomer (chiral) 

recognition, separation and transfer on the one hand and enantioselective synthesis on the other, 

are key challenges in such chiral systems. Deeper insight into these phenomena allows one to 

optimize the asymmetric catalytic routes, improve the yield of desired enantiomer products and 

even gain more understandings of the origin of homochirality in living systems. 

One way forward is to reduce the complexity of the problem and to focus onto two-

dimensionally confined chiral systems7, represented by e.g. molecules on a solid surface. 

Molecular symmetries may be broken upon adsorption, allowing prochiral species to assume chiral 

configurations or self-assemblies on the surface.8–12 These provide prototypical testbeds for 

understanding the mechanism of chiral recognition, separation and transfer. One of the findings in 

chiral self-organizations is that the racemic crystals tend to have higher density than their 

homochiral crystals, which is misnamed as Wallach's rule13. It applies to a wide range of chiral 

organic systems14–16. However, many other exceptions reveal that in some conditions, for example, 

some organic salts17, amino acids18, and in low crystallization temperatures19, the crystals prefer 

to have conglomerate packing, in which the crystals consist of homochiral regions. Upon 

adsorption on surfaces, the crystallization of molecules may be altered from their three-

dimensional (3D) cases due to the reduction of molecular symmetry and the interactions with the 

substrates. It has recently been shown that chiral molecules, such as helicene20, polyalanine21, 

undergo chiral self-assembly transition from homochiral to racemic structures as a function of 

coverage on achiral substrates. Meanwhile, various factors, such as concentrations22, temperature23, 
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charge transfer24,25, interactions between molecules, e.g. hydrogen bonding26–28, van der Waals 

interactions29,30, and dipole interactions21, were identified to influence the chiral self-organization, 

sometimes in a delicate and cooperative interplay20. Therefore, it is important to investigate the 

mechanisms behind homochiral and racemic packing on surfaces, where the subtle interplay 

between molecule-substrate and molecule-molecule interaction is interwoven with the expression 

of chirality of prochiral adsorbates. 

Porphyrins are one of essential building blocks in living systems for photosynthesis and oxygen 

transport. Their specific electronic and magnetic properties have given rise to significant 

applications in various electronic devices31–36. A porphyrin ideally has D4 symmetry; however, 

due to the intrinsic flexibility of the porphyrin macrocycle, the conformation of a porphyrin can 

be highly tuned by the interaction with substrates12,37,38, substitution at porphyrin backbones39,40, 

and metalation41, which all modify the adsorption behavior and the physical and chemical 

properties of porphyrins.  

In order to gain more insight into the formation of chiral configurations on the surface, chiral 

transfer in self-assembly structures, and the phase transition between enantiopure to racemic 

structures, here in this work, we chose cobalt metalated diphenlyporphyrin (Co(Ⅱ)-5,15-

diphenylporphyrin, Co-DPP) as a test molecule and studied its adsorption behavior and chiral self-

assemblies on the Cu(111) surface using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Single Co-DPP 

adopts a chiral configuration due to the interaction with substrate. As a function of coverage, the 

self-assembly of Co-DPP undergoes a structural phase transition from an enantiopure chiral chain 

self-assembly to a racemic close-packed (RCP) structure. Density functional theory (DFT) 

suggests that the chiral phase transition of Co-DPP is due to a synergistic effect of molecule-

molecule interaction and molecule-substrate interactions. 
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METHODS 

STM  

The experiments were carried out in a home-built scanning tunneling microscopy operated in 

ultra-high vacuum with a base pressure of ~4×10-11 mbar at 80K. A Cu (111) single crystal 

(Surface Preparation Lab) was cleaned by several cycles of Ne ion bombardment at 1×10-4 mbar, 

followed by annealing to 810 K for 5 mins. After that, Co(Ⅱ)-5,15-diphenylporphyrin (Co-DPP, 

PorphyChem SAS, purity: 98%) was deposited on the clean Cu (111) surface kept at 300 K with 

a deposition rate of ~0.06 ML min-1 (1 ML refers to 0.7 molecules/nm2). The samples were 

subsequently transferred to the STM chamber and cooled down to ~80K for STM measurements. 

All the STM images were acquired in constant current mode using an etched tungsten tip with the 

bias voltage applied to the sample. The STM images were subsequently analyzed with the help of 

the WSxM software42.  

Computational Details 

DFT calculations were performed by the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)43,44, 

using the projector augmented wave method (PAW)45 and the generalized gradient approximation 

(GGA)46, and its implementation of the optB86b functional for treating vdW forces47. We used an 

energy cutoff of 400 eV STM simulations were performed by using the Tersoff–Hamann 

approximation.48  

Several steps were performed to sample the adsorption potential landscape of the molecule. First, 

a 8×8 4-layer Cu(111) slab with the appropriate lattice parameter was constructed. The slab was 

relaxed structurally using a 2×2×1 -centered k-point mesh and keeping the bottom two layers 

fixed. On this slab, the Co-DPP molecule was placed at the desired orientation and the position of 

the molecular atoms were relaxed to forces smaller than 0.05 eV/Å using the -point only keeping 
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the lateral positions of the Co atom fixed. The size of the repeated surface cell ensured that at any 

orientation the atoms of neighboring molecules are more than 3.4 Å apart (coverage 0.24 

molecule/nm2). Finally, the coordinates of the molecule and the top two slab layers were relaxed 

using the same parameters. We observe that the energy gain when relaxing the substrate amounts 

to 100-200 meV. 

Only the configuration of the Co-DPP in bridge position with minimal energy was further 

relaxed to forces below 0.01 eV/Å. This reduced the energy further by 15 meV and introduced 

changes in the atomic positions < 5 pm. This and the energy difference between symmetry related 

configurations on the threefold symmetric adsorption sites (hollow and top sites) give us 

confidence that the relative energies are correct to within 20 meV.  

To calculate the geometry optimizations of chain and RCP structures, the residual force per atom 

was less than 0.02 eV/Å. Two molecules in the chain or RCP layout are each placed on a 7 4√3-

rect and a 8 4√3-rect 4-layer Cu slab. This resulted in slightly different molecular model 

coverages of 0.63 and 0.55 molecules / nm2, respectively. The Co-DPP configuration used in these 

two models is derived from the geometry optimized single Co-DPP that orientates the molecule at 

16° with respect to the 110  direction of the substrate and on a bridge site.  

The adsorption energy per Co-DPP, Ead in the chain and RCP structure respectively is defined 

as 

Ead = (Emol+sub−Esub)/2−Emol 

where the Emol+sub is the total energy of the two Co-DPP on (7×4√3)-rect and (8×4√3)-rect Cu(111) 

supercells respectively. Emol and Esub are the energy of a fully relaxed Co-DPP in the gas phase 

and the corresponding Cu(111) slabs, respectively. Only -point calculations were performed. 
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Tests with larger k-point sampling (i.e. 2×2×1) were done and the energy difference between 

configurations was found to be consistent.  

For comparison, the total energy as a function of molecule-molecule distance in the chain and 

RCP structures was calculated in the gas phase. The Co-DPP starting configuration used in these 

calculations was taken as the geometry optimized single Co-DPP on Cu(111) on a bridge site. All 

the molecular atoms in the molecule were kept fixed, therefore, the energy change with respect to 

molecule-molecule distance is mainly driven by vdW forces. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Different amounts of Co-DPP was deposited on a clean Cu (111) kept at room temperature using 

the same deposition rate (see Methods). STM images of the coverage dependent self-assembly 

structures of Co-DPP are shown in Fig.1 (a)-(d). High-resolution STM images show that Co-DPP 

has two mirror symmetric configurations on the surface, named L-Co-DPP and R-Co-DPP 

respectively (Fig. 1(e)-(h)). Here, we classify the self-assembly structures at the surface as 

“enantiopure” if molecules form structures in which molecules of different chirality are well 

separated from each other and hence have only negligible interaction with each other. Conversely, 

a structure is classified as “racemic” if molecular interactions between the two chiral molecular 

configurations are found. Below half a monolayer (~0.34 molecules / nm2), Co-DPP forms ring 

and linear chain structures (Fig. 1(a), (b), (e), (f)). The ring structure only appears at very low 

coverages, already at 0.16 molecules / nm2 only chains are observed. The appearance of the ring 

structure and the competing growth mechanism between the ring and linear chain structures could 

be due to the high-dilution principle49,50. In our experiments, such conditions are met only at an 

extremely low coverage (0.04 molecules / nm2 in Fig.1(a)) due to the relatively high deposition 

rate. High-resolution STM images indicate that ring and linear chain structures are formed by 
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enantiopure Co-DPP molecules (Fig. 1(e) and (f)), hence the ring and linear chain structures also 

show chirality. It is worth noting that the ring and linear chain structures of different chirality are 

well separated at low molecular coverage. However, as soon as the density of Co-DPP is > 0.34 

molecules / nm2 (half monolayer coverage), the linear chains with different chirality start to 

intermix with each other and form two-dimensional crisscross-like networks (Fig. 1(c) and (g)). 

At the crossing points, L- and R-Co-DPP molecules alternatively pack with each other, forming a 

racemic close-packed (RCP) structure (Fig. 1(g)). Further increasing the surface density to 0.7 

molecules / nm2 (full monolayer coverage), Co-DPP forms densely packed structures, in which the 

chirality of Co-DPP cannot be distinguished anymore (Fig.1 (d) and (h)). Several reasons are 

considered leading to the failure of the identification of  chirality of Co-DPP in the dense phase: 

The saddle shape configuration of Co-DPP might be transferred to less distorted configuration due 

to the reduction of molecule-substrate interactions51, resulting in an achiral appearance in STM. 

Alternatively, the Co-DPP may form enantiopure self-assembly structure in such high dense 

coverage. A formation of random mixture of the two chiral enantiomers may also lead to the 

disordered phase appearing achiral in STM.52  
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Figure 1 Large scale (a)-(d) and zoomed in (e)-(h) STM images of self-assembly structures of Co-

DPP on Cu(111) at different molecular coverages. The corresponding coverage is shown in (a)-

(d), it is defined as the average area density set by the preparation. The blue and green patterns 

overlaid in (e)-(g) indicate the two mirror symmetric Co-DPP configurations. (a) U = -2 V, 

I = 0.26 nA, (b) U = -1.7 V, I = 0.27 nA, (c) U = -1.15 V, I = 0.27 nA, (d) U = -1.74 V, I = 0.2 nA, 

(e) U = -1.8 V, I = 0.26 nA, (f) U = -1.7 V, I = 0.27 nA, (g) U = -1.15 V, I = 0.27 nA, (h) U = -

1.74 V, I = 0.2 nA. 

In order to understand the formation of chiral Co-DPP configurations we investigate in more 

detail their appearances in STM images and their structure from DFT calculations (Fig. 2). On the 

surface, isolated molecules are only found adsorbed at step edges and they appear also as L- and 

R-Co-DPP as shown in Fig. 2(a). The structural relaxation of Co-DPP on Cu(111) reveals that Co-

DPP assumes a saddle-shape configuration, where the pyrrolic rings in the diagonal position in 

Co-DPP macrocycle are slightly tilted up (Fig. 2(b) and (c)). The corresponding STM image 

simulation explains the molecular appearance very well (Fig. 2(d)).  
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The saddle-shape configuration is caused by intramolecular (steric) interactions between the 

phenyl rings and the macrocycle. As a result, one of the pyrrolic rings adjacent to each phenyl ring 

slightly tilts up, while the other neighboring pyrrolic ring remains flat (Fig. 2(b), (c)). The tilted-

up pyrrolic rings are diagonally opposite to each other and are imaged brighter than the other two 

flat pyrrolic rings in STM (Fig. 2(d)). This, in combination with the turning sense of the phenyl 

rings (a right-handed or left-handed screw), makes the molecule chiral on the surface. The chirality 

and the symmetry of the molecule on different adsorption sites is also reflected in the DFT total 

energy dependence on adsorption site and on angular orientation (Fig. 2(e)), where we define the 

position of the central Co ion as the adsorption site of the molecule. The adsorption energy of the 

less-favorable top and two hollow sites have a period of 60° with respect to the orientation of the 

molecular axis, due to the combination of C2 and C3 symmetry of molecule and substrate, 

respectively. Conversely, on the two-fold symmetric bridge site the same energy is only reached 

after 180° rotation. Furthermore, the three possible bridge-site configurations within the Cu (111) 

unit cell are degenerate only when occupied by molecules of different orientation or chirality (Fig. 

2(e)). So a degenerate configuration of the L-molecule is found at 16°±60° orientation, which 

however entails a lateral shift of the molecule. Similarly, a degenerate configuration of the R-

molecule is found by mirror operation (Fig. 2(f)). In all, we find the minimum energy of the system 

for bridge site adsorption at 10° with respect to the 110  direction. This agrees well with the 

experimental observation that L-Co-DPP shows an orientation of 16° with respect to 110 .  
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Figure 2 The configuration of Co-DPP with different chirality on Cu (111). (a) STM image of a 

L- and a R-Co-DPP attached on a step edge. U = -2.0 V, I = 0.3 nA. (b) Top view and (c) side view 

(looking through [112]) of geometric optimized chemical structure of L-Co-DPP on a Cu  (111) 

slab. (d) Simulated STM image of L-Co-DPP from (b) with a bias voltage of -2 V. (e) The diagram 

of total energy of a L-Co-DPP at different adsorption sites at different rotational angles between 

the long axis of L-Co-DPP and 110  of the Cu (111) substrate. (f) The preferred adsorption sites 

of L- and R-Co-DPP. The adsorption sites and the corresponding adsorption energies are related 

by mirror symmetry of molecule and substrate. 
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Figure 3 (a) Large scale STM image that contains chain structure domains with 6 different 

orientations. Each domain is marked by a different color mask. The chirality of Co-DPP in each 

domain is given in the image. U = -2.1 V, I = 0.27 nA. (b) STM images of crisscross networks 

with three different orientations. The orientation of the chain found in crisscross networks is the 

same as the orientation of the chain structures shown at low molecular coverages. U = -1.8 V, 

I = 0.26 nA, U = -1.15 V, I = 0.27 nA. 
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Figure 4 Chirality switch of Co-DPP in the network structure. Before (a) and after (b) the 

configuration change of Co-DPP molecule. (a) and (b) were taken consecutively. The chirality of 

the surrounding Co-DPP species are given in the figures. 

Next, we will consider the phase transition from the enantiopure 1D chain structure to the 2D 

RCP structure as a function of molecular coverage. The orientation of the single molecule on the 

surface is maintained within the self-assembly chain structures. As a consequence, the L- and R- 

chains appear in three orientations on the surface. Similarly, oriented L- and R-chains enclose an 

angle of 20° with each other and therefore, quite generally, enantiopure domains may be packed 

closer than mixed domains. This is observed at low coverage (Fig. 3(a)). Also in the network 

structures, the original orientation of the L- and R-chains may still be identified (Fig. 3(b)). Two 

conceivable mechanisms are behind the formation of larger enantiopure domains on the one hand 

and racemic networks on the other. The first is diffusion of molecules and chiral control of 

structure nucleation by molecule-molecule interactions. This is the dominant process for low 

coverage. Molecules will diffuse and only nucleate with partner molecule of the correct chirality. 

In the present system, this is a molecule of the same chirality but in general may also be a partner 

of opposite chirality. If a molecule cannot change its chirality, then at larger coverage this 

mechanism must lead to racemic structures like the networks also found here consisting of short, 

enantiopure chain segments. A second mechanism may be the switching of chirality on the surface, 

which is conceivable for prochiral molecules like in the present case. While we do not observe 

switching of molecules when they are incorporated into chain or network structures, we observe it 

for single molecules trapped in pores of the molecular network even at 80 K as shown in Fig. 4.  
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Figure 5 Gas phase model of (a) chain and (b) RCP unit cell. (a) d1 and d2 are defined as the 

molecule-molecule distance in a chain and between the chains, respectively. The size of the unit 

cell is determined by keeping d2 (or d1) at the optimal value while varying d1 (or d2). (b) The 

RCP structure is determined by d3 and angle α. d3 is defined as the distance between the two 

adjacent Co centers in L- and R-Co-DPP in the RCP structure, while the definition of α is shown 

in (b). α was fixed when varying d3 in order to varying the RCP unit cell size. (c) Diagram of the 

calculated total energy of a gas phase Co-DPP in the chain and RCP structure as a function of 

molecule-molecule distance. (d) Data of (c) as function of molecular areal density. 
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Figure 6 Lowest energy configuration for the linear chain and the RCP structural model on 

Cu (111) slabs. (a) Chain unit cell on a 8 4√3 -rect slab. (b) RCP structure unit cell on a 

7 4√3 -rect slab. (c) RCP structure unit cell on a 8 4√3 -rect slab. This configuration has 

an adsorption energy Ead that is 213 meV per molecule higher than the chain structure shown in 

(a). (d) Chain structure on a 7 4√3 -rect slab. This configuration has 175 meV per molecule 
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higher Ead than the RCP structure shown in (b). The L- and R-Co-DPP in (a) and (b) adsorb at their 

preferred bridge sites.  

If the molecules can switch their chiral state on the surface then, of course, the question arises 

why the system does not form large domains of closely packed enantiopure chains at high 

coverage. To this, we find an answer from DFT, highlighting the delicate balance of the 

interactions at play. First, we studied the molecule-molecule interaction in the linear chain and 

RCP structures by varying the molecule-molecule distance (d1 for varying intra-chain interaction, 

d2 for varying inter-chain interaction, and d3 for varying inter-molecular interactions in RCP 

structure) in the gas phase (Fig. 5(a), (b)). The interaction between the Co-DPP in the chain is as 

strong as 26.7 kJ / mol (Fig.5(c)), which we attribute to the π-π style interactions53,54 between the 

phenyl rings and pyrrolic rings from two neighboring molecules. In contrast, the interaction 

between the chains is 8.68 kJ / mol, confirming that the linear chain is mainly stabilized by the 

intra-chain interaction. Conversely, in the RCP structure, a Co-DPP interacts with another four 

Co-DPP with the opposite chirality, resulting in an energy gain of 39.7 kJ / mol. By varying d1, 

d2 and d3 in the linear chain and RCP structure, we noticed that the π-π style interaction (intra-

chain interaction) in the chain is more distance sensitive, while the van der Waal (vdW) interaction 

is more tolerant to molecule-molecule distance. On the other hand, the vdW interaction becomes 

comparable in energy to the π-π style interaction55,56 only at short molecule-molecule distances 

where the latter starts to enter the repulsive regime.  

In order to link the system total energy to molecular coverages, we converted the molecule-

molecule distance into molecule density S defined as,  

S= Nmol/A  
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where Nmol is the number of molecules in the unit cell, and A is the area of the unit cell defined 

by d1, d2 or d3 (Fig. 5(d)). Indeed, at a molecular coverage ≤ 0.62 molecules / nm2, the linear 

chain structure is energetically more favorable than the RCP structure. It is worth noting that at 

the molecular density range 0.59-0.62 molecules / nm2, the energy difference between linear chain 

and RCP structure is within 20 meV per molecule, indicating the possible coexistence of linear 

chain and RCP structures. In experiment, this is already observed at much lower density (Fig. 1(c)) 

and may be a consequence of the templating effect of the substrate that has not been considered 

up to here. To understand this, we performed the geometric optimization calculation of the linear 

chain and RCP structural models on a 8 4√3 -rect and a 7 4√3 -rect Cu slab respectively 

to make sure that L- and R-Co-DPP adsorb at their preferred bridge sites as shown in Fig. 2(f) and 

Fig. 6 (a), (b). In the linear chain structure, Co-DPP orientates at 16° with respect to [1 -1 0] (Fig. 

6(a)) and remains in the same orientation as the single molecule. The linear chain model shown in 

Fig. 6(a) has a molecular density of 0.55 molecules / nm2 with the chain-chain distance of 13.4 Å, 

which is still close enough for chain-chain interaction to further lower the system energy. At this 

molecular density the linear chain structure becomes favorable due to the intra-chain interactions, 

that make it 213 meV per molecule more favorable than the corresponding RCP structure in the 

8 4√3 -rect supercell (Fig. 6(c)). If the molecular density is increased by decreasing the chain-

chain distance such that the chain model resides in the 7 4√3 -rect slab, the Co-DPP at the 

neighboring chain needs to move a copper lattice (2.55 Å) closer in order to adsorb at its preferred 

bridge site, which results in a very short chain-chain distance (~11 Å), falling into the repulsive 

interaction range (Fig. 5(c)). In contrast, in the RCP structural model (Fig.6(b)), as L- and R-Co-

DPP adsorb at different adsorption sites, the molecule-molecule distance between L- and R-Co-

DPP can be reduced to 12.7 Å, the molecular density increases to 0.63 molecules / nm2, at which 
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the RCP structure profits from intermolecular interactions in line with the condition of the 

formation of the RCP structure in the gas phase calculations. The RCP structure in the 7 4√3 -

rect supercell has a 175 meV per molecule lower adsorption energy than the chain model in the 

same cell (Fig.6(d)). Therefore, the phase transition from linear chain structure to RCP structure 

is a natural choice of the system at slightly lower molecular coverage than in the gas-phase model 

if the substrate is accounted for.  

We find that the phase transition of Co-DPP from an enantiopure linear chain structure to a 

racemic close-packed structure follows Wallach's rule57,58, which states that the density of a 

racemic crystal is higher than that of enantiopure samples. This behavior can be understood by 

looking at the adsorption energy (including intermolecular interactions). The phase transition of 

Co-DPP is due to the subtle interplay (competition) between the molecule-substrate and the 

molecule-molecule interactions. However, the templating effect of the substrate becomes less 

important when the molecular density reaches 0.7 molecules / nm2 (corresponding to ~1 

monolayer coverage). At such high density, Co-DPP forms a most densely packed brick-layer 

structure, in which the chiral nature of the molecules can no longer be sensed. Hence, the 

adsorption geometry of Co-DPP may also change at that molecular density.59 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, we experimentally observed a phase transition of the self-assembly of Co-DPP on 

Cu(111) from a chiral enantiopure linear chain structure to a racemic close packed structure as a 

function of molecular coverage. We analyzed the system using DFT calculations showing that the 

phase change is due to the interplay between molecule-substrate and molecule-molecule 

interactions, the latter ones becoming the main driving force when the molecular density is at full 

coverage. This system is a typical example that follows the Wallach's rule, our studies will help to 
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understand the thermodynamic process and self-assembly behaviors of organic molecules on 

surfaces, paving the ways to further reveal the coverage dependent performance of organic layer 

devices. 
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